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The end of this year’s NCAA Tournament season ended a little
over a month ago, but it seems like a lifetime has passed since
Gordon Hayward, Matt Howard and the Butler Bulldogs took Duke
to within one shot of losing. Hayward’s last second, missed Hail
Mary lob at the buzzer will always remain one of the most
heartbreaking moments for me as a fan of men’s collegiate
basketball. This statement coming from a Michigan State
basketball fan, no less. A lifetime ago in sports history. That same
week, Major League Baseball started a new season as
professional basketball and hockey started gearing up for the
playoffs. New highlights for ESPN and a breather from NCAA
March Madness. With the constant overload of sports information
offered to fans on demand it’s easy to forget that there was time
when sporting events weren’t nationally televised and you could be
forgiven for not knowing every detail of each participant’s private
life. Technology has made sports information almost too easily
available (heck, when my dish service went out during a storm at
the beginning of the second half of the Butler/Duke final, I clicked on
CBS via streaming radio). 31 years ago, a season and a NCAA

Finals match  for the ages may have, at least in part, paved the way for the barrage of sports that we
take for granted now.

In his book When March Went Mad (Times Books), college basketball on-air host Seth Davis
recounts the duel back stories of the 1978-79 seasons of Michigan State and Indiana State
Universities that led up to a final that changed the nature of sports in America. The book is subtitled
The Game That Change Basketball and Davis writes compellingly about the reasons that the
match up between the unheralded (despite going undefeated) ISU Sycamores and The Spartans
changed not just college basketball, but how sporting events are marketed and viewed. The book
follows the career paths of Earvin “Magic” Johnson and Larry Bird and the paths that led them to that
world-changing (although, anti-climactic in and of itself) final in Salt Lake City. There is a palpable
sense reading this book that not only were Magic and Bird poised to transform the pros for the next
decade, but that sports was poised to become a big money mover in American society. Davis lays
out the details of ESPN’s birth that same year and the hope that the floundering NBA saw in the two
college greats who would ignite the league the next season.

Even if you despise sports, this is a great tale of personalities and the qualities of leadership. The
portraits that Davis paints in his descriptions of Spartan coach Jud Heathcote and of ISU’s
reluctant  superstar Larry Bird aren’t always flattering, but they aren’t whitewashed by time, either.
Davis also reminds the reader of the primitive nature of collegiate athletics in the ’70′s (everything
from fans helping to jam mattresses into the snow laden ceilings of Indiana State’s Hulman Center
to an angry Heathcote riding an airport baggage carousel  because his team couldn’t get their bags
after a flight). More than a good story of events leading up to a great basketball game, When
March Went Mad is just a flat-out entertaining book.
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